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SEMIGROUP IDENTITIES IN THE MONOID OF
TRIANGULAR TROPICAL MATRICES
ZUR IZHAKIAN
Abstract. We show that the submonoid of all n ˆ n triangular tropical matrices satisfies a
nontrivial semigroup identity and provide a generic construction for classes of such identities.
The utilization of the Fibonacci number formula gives us an upper bound on the length of these
2-variable semigroup identities.
1. Introduction
Varieties in the classical theory are customarily determined as the solutions of systems of equa-
tions. The “weak” nature of semigroups, i.e., lack of inverses, forces the utilization of a different
approach than the familiar one, in which semigroup identities simulate the role of equations in
the classical theory. These semigroup identities are at the heart of the theory of semigroup vari-
eties [10], and have been intensively studied for many years. A new approach for studying these
semigroup identities has been provided by the use of tropical algebra, as introduced in [7].
Tropical algebra is carried out over the tropical semiring T :“ R Y t´8u with the operations
of maximum and summation (written in the standard algebraic way),
a` b :“ maxta, bu, ab :“ a `
sum
b,
serving respectively as addition and multiplication [6, 8, 9]. This semiring is an additively idem-
potent semiring, i.e., a` a “ a for every a P T, in which 0 :“ ´8 is the zero element and 1 :“ 0
is the multiplicative unit.
As shown in [7] for the case of 2 ˆ 2 tropical matrices, linear representations of semigroups by
matrices over idempotent semirings, and in particular over the tropical semiring, establish a useful
machinery for identifying and proving semigroup identities. It has been also shown in [7] that the
monoid of 2 ˆ 2 tropical matrices admits a nontrivial semigroup identity. Therefore, aiming for
a generalization of the former results, it is natural to inquire about possible nontrivial identities
in the wider monoid of nˆ n tropical matrices. These matrices essentially serve as the target for
representing semigroups, and thus enable representations and study of a larger range of monoids
and semigroups.
In the present paper we deal with nˆ n triangular tropical matrices, improving the machinery
introduced in [7] by bringing in the perspective of graph theory. It is well known that graph
theory, especially the theory of direct graphs, is strongly related to tropical matrices [2, 3] and
provides a powerful computational tool in tropical matrix algebra; the correspondence between
tropical matrices and weighted digraphs is intensively used for proving the results of this paper. A
background on the interplay between digraphs and tropical matrices is given in §2.
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Before approaching tropical matrices, we first address semigroup identities in general (cf. §3),
providing a generic construction of classes of identities that preserve certain required properties
(in particular balancing), to be used in our further study. The following refinement property is
very useful for this study, especially for proving existence of identities:
Theorem 3.10. A semigroup that satisfies an n-variable identity, also satisfies a refined 2-variable
identity with exponent set t1, 2u.
This refinement of semigroup identities assists us to deal with tropical matrices by better utilizing
their view as digraphs.
The monoid MnpTq of n ˆ n matrices over the tropical semiring plays, as one would expect,
an important role both in theoretical algebraic study and in applications to combinatorics, as well
as in semigroup representations and automata. In contrast to the case of matrices over a field,
we identify nontrivial semigroup identities, satisfied by the submonoid UnpTq (resp. LnpTq) of all
upper (resp. lower) nˆ n triangular tropical matrices.
To simplify the exposition we open with a certain type of matrices, i.e., diagonally equivalent
matrices, and have the following preliminary theorem:
Theorem 4.8. Any two triangular tropical matrices X,Y P UnpTq having the same diagonal
satisfy the (nontrivial) identities:
rwpC,P,n´1q X rwpC,P,n´1q “ rwpC,P,n´1q Y rwpC,P,n´1q, (1.1)
where rwpC,P,n´1q is any word having as its factors all the words of length n ´ 1 generated by
C “ tX,Y u of powers P “ t1, 2u, such that rwpC,P,n´1q X rwpC,P,n´1q and rwpC,P,n´1q Y rwpC,P,n´1q
are generated by C and powers P . (To be explained in the text below.)
Using this result, basically proved by combinatorial arguments on the associated (colored)
weighted digraphs of products of tropical matrices, we obtain the main result of the paper.
Theorem 4.10. The submonoid UnpTq Ă MnpTq of upper triangular tropical matrices satisfies
the nontrivial semigroup identities (1.1), with X “ AB and Y “ BA, for any A,B P UnpTq.
This theorem generalizes the identity of the submonoid U2pTq of 2ˆ2 triangular tropical matrices,
introduced in [7, Theorem 3.6], which has been utilized to serve as the target of a faithful (linear)
representation for the bicyclic monoid; the latter plays an important role in the study of semigroups.
The use of this faithful representation, together with the identity admitted by U2pTq, led in [7] to
an easy proof of Adjan’s identity of the bicyclic monoid (see [1] for Adjan’s original work).
The well known Fibonacci number formula provides us an easy way to compute an upper bound
for the length of the 2-variable semigroup identities discussed in this paper (cf. §5). This upper
bound can be improved further, depending on the structure of the identities.
In the past years, most of the theory of semigroups and matrix representations has been devel-
oped for matrices built over fields or rings; the above results nicely demonstrate our new approach
to represent semigroups, much along the line of group representations, attained by a “direct” use
of matrices, realized as linear operators, but now taking place over semirings.
The results of this paper opens up the possibility of using representation theory over the tropical
semiring to study wider classes of semigroups and monoids and to prove their possible (minimal)
semigroup identities.
2. Background: Tropical matrices and weighted digraphs
Recalling that T is a semiring, then in the usual way, we have the semiring MnpTq of n ˆ n
matrices with entries in T, whose addition and multiplication are induced from T as in the familiar
matrix construction. The unit element I of MnpTq, is the matrix with 1 “ 0 on the main diagonal
and whose off-diagonal entries are all 0 “ ´8; the zero matrix is p0q “ 0I. Therefore, MnpTq
is also a multiplicative monoid, and in the sequel it is always referred to as a monoid. Formally,
for any nonzero matrix A P MnpTq we set A0 :“ I. A given matrix A PMnpTq with entries ai,j is
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written as A “ pai,jq, i, j “ 1, . . . , n. We denote by UnpTq (resp. LnpTq) the submonoid of MnpTq
of all upper (resp. lower) triangular tropical matrices.
Given two matrices X “ pxi,jq and Y “ pyi,jq in MnpTq , we write
X „diag Y ô xi,i “ yi,i, for all i “ 1, . . . , n, (2.1)
and say that X and Y are diagonally equivalent if (2.1) holds.
Remark 2.1. It is readily checked that AB „diag BA for any upper (or lower) triangular matrices
A and B.
The associated weighted digraph GA :“ pV , Eq of an n ˆ n tropical matrix A “ pai,jq is
defined to have vertex set V :“ t1, . . . , nu, and edge set E having a directed edge pi, jq P E from
i to j (of weight ai,j) whenever ai,j ‰ 0. A path γ is a sequence of edges pi1, j1q, . . . , pim, jmq,
with jk “ ik`1 for every k “ 1, . . . ,m ´ 1. We write γ :“ γi,j to indicate that γ is a path from
i “ i1 to j “ jm, and call γi,s (resp. γs,j), where s “ ik and 1 ă k ă m, the prefix (resp. suffix)
of γi,j if γi,j “ γi,s ˝ γs,j .
The length ℓpγq of a path γ is the number of its edges. Formally, we consider also paths of
length 0, which we call empty paths. The weight wpγq of a path γ is defined to be the tropical
product of the weights of all the edges pik, jkq composing γ, counting repeated edges. The weight
of an empty path is formally set to be 0.
A path is simple if each vertex appears at most once. (Accordingly, an empty path is considered
also as simple.) A path that starts and ends at the same vertex is called a cycle; an edge ρ “ pi, iq
is called a self-loop, or loop for short. We write pρqk for the composition ρ ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ ρ of a loop ρ
repeated k times, and call it a multiloop. The notation pρq0 is formal, and stands for an empty
loop, which can be realized as a vertex.
Remark 2.2. When a matrix A is triangular, its associated digraph GA is an acyclic digraph,
possibly with loops. Since this paper concerns only with triangular matrices, in what follows we
assume all graphs are acyclic digraphs.
Given a path γi,j from i to j in an acyclic digraph GA, it contains a unique simple path from i
to j, denoted rγi,j , where the remaining edges are all loops. Relabeling the vertices of GA, we may
always assume that i ă j and thus have ℓprγi,jq ď j ´ i.
It is well known that powers of a tropical matrix A “ pai,jq correspond to paths of maximal
weight in the associated digraph, i.e., the pi, jq-entry of Am corresponds to the highest weight of
all the paths γi,j from i to j of length m in GA.
When dealing with product A1 ¨ ¨ ¨Am of different n ˆ n matrices the situation becomes more
complicated. Namely, we have to equip the weighted edges ei P Ei of each digraph GAi with a
unique color, say ci, and define the digraph
GA1¨¨¨Am :“
ď
GAi ,
whose vertex set is t1, . . . , nu and its edge set is the union of edge sets Ei of GAi “ pV , Eiq colored
by the ci’s, where i “ 1, . . . ,m. (Thus, GA1¨¨¨Am could have multiple edges, but with different
colors.) We called such a weighted digraph a colored digraph.
Then, having such coloring, the pi, jq-entry of the matrix product B “ A1 ¨ ¨ ¨Am corresponds
to the highest weight of all colored paths pi1, j1q, . . . , pim, jmq of length m from i “ i1 to j “ jm
in the digraph GA1¨¨¨Am , where each edge pik, jkq has color ck, k “ 1, . . . ,m, i.e., every edge is
contributed uniquely by the associated digraph GAk of Ak, respecting the color ordering. We call
such a path a proper colored path.
In what follows when considering paths in colored digraphs GA1¨¨¨Am , we always restrict to those
colored paths that respect the sequence of coloring c1, . . . , cm, i.e., properly colored, determined
by the product concatenation A1 ¨ ¨ ¨Am. (For this reason we often preserve the awkward notation
GA1¨¨¨Am which records the product concatenation A1 ¨ ¨ ¨Am.)
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Notation 2.3. Given a matrix product B “ A1 ¨ ¨ ¨Am, we write xBy to indicate that B is realized
as a word “restoring” the product concatenation A1 ¨ ¨ ¨Am, and thus denote GA1¨¨¨Am as GxBy,
while B denotes the result of the matrix product. We also write xBy “ xB1yxB2y for the product
concatenation of xB1y “ A1 ¨ ¨ ¨Ak and xB2y “ Ak`1 ¨ ¨ ¨Am, with 1 ă k ă m.
3. Semigroup identities
3.1. Semigroup elements. Assuming that S :“ pS, ¨ q is a multiplicative monoid with identity
element eS , we write s
i for the s ¨ s ¨ ¨ ¨ s with s repeated i times and formally identify s0 with eS .
Let X be a countably infinite set of “variables” (or letters) x1, x2, x3, . . . , i.e., X :“ txi : i P Nu.
An element w of the free semigroup X` generated by X is called a word (over X ), written uniquely
as
w “ xt1i1 ¨ ¨ ¨xtmim P X`, ik P N, tk P N, (3.1)
where xik ‰ xik`1 for every k. We write κxipwq for the number of occurrences of the variable
xi P X in the word w. Then
contpwq :“ txi P X | κxipwq ě 1u
is called the content of w and
ℓpwq :“
ÿ
xiPcontpwq
κxipwq
is the length of w. A word w P X` is said to be finite if ℓpwq is finite. We assume that the empty
word, denoted e, belongs to X` and set ℓpeq “ 0. A word w is called k-uniform if each letter
xi P contpwq appears in w exactly k times, i.e., κxipwq “ k for all xi P contpwq. We say that w is
uniform if it is k-uniform for some k.
We say that w2 P X` is a factor of a word w P X`, written w2|w, if w “ w1w2w3 for some
w1, w3 P X`. When w “ w1w2, we call the factors w1 and w2 respectively the prefix and suffix
of w, denoted as prepwq and sufpwq. Given a word w P X` we write prexipwq (resp. sufxipwq) for
the prefix (resp. suffix) of w of maximal length that consists only the variable xi, in particular,
when w ‰ e, prexipwq “ xjii for some xi and ji P Z`.
A word u is a subword of v, written u Ď v, if v can be written as v “ w0u1w1u2w2 ¨ ¨ ¨umwm
where ui and wi are words (possibly empty) such that u “ u1u2 ¨ ¨ ¨um, i.e., the ui are factors of
u. Clearly, any factor of v is also a subword, but not conversely.
Given a finite subset P Ă N, we define the “down closure” of P to be
P :“ tt P N | t ď p for some p P P u.
The exponent set exppwq of a word w of the Form (3.1) is defined as
exppwq :“ ttk | tk ą 0u.
In this paper we always assume all words are finite; thus | exppwq| is finite for any word w. When
exppwq “ exppwq “ t1, . . . ,mu we say that w is a word of exponent xmy.
Henceforth, we always assume that P “ P Ă N is a nonempty subset of the form
P :“ t1, . . . ,mu and that n ě m “ maxtp | p P P u .
Given finite nonempty subsets C Ď X and P Ă N, for any n ě m, n P N, we define
WnrC,P s :“ tw P X` | contpwq Ď C, exppwq Ď P, ℓpwq “ nu,
in particular WnrC,P s Ă C`.
We denote by rwpC,P,nq a word in C` for which every member of WnrC,P s is a factor, i.e.,
rwpC,P,nq P C` such that u| rwpC,P,nq for every u PWnrC,P s. (3.2)
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We call rwpC,P,nq an n-power word of C and P . We say that rwpC,P,nq is faithful if
contp rwpC,P,nqq “ C and expp rwpC,P,nqq “ P .
Note that ℓp rwpC,P,nqq ě n, while for |C| ą 1 we have ℓp rwpC,P,nqq ą n. When |C| “ 1, say C “ txiu,
then xti is an n-power word for any t ě n, and xti is faithful only if t “ n “ maxtp | p P P u.
Example 3.1. Suppose C “ tx, yu, P “ t1, 2u.
(i) When n “ 2 we have the set
W2rC,P s “ tx2, xy, yx, y2u Ă C`,
for which
rwpC,P,2q “ x2y2x
is a faithful 2-power (nonuniform) word of C and P of length 5.
(ii) If n “ 3 we get the set
W3rC,P s “ tx2y, xyx, xy2, yx2, yxy, y2xu Ă C`,
for which
rwpC,P,3q “ l3
is a faithful 3-power uniform word of C and P of length 8.
Remark 3.2. Given an n-power word rwpC,P,nq of C and P , it is easy to see that for any w1, w2 P
C`, the word of the form rw1pC,P,nq “ w1 rwpC,P,nqw2 is also an n-power word of C and P . Therefore,
taking appropriate w1 and w2, rwpC,P,nq can be extended to a uniform n-power word. Similar
extension can be performed for faithful n-power words, preserving their faithfulness.
In what follows, we always work with n-power words rwpC,P,nq which are faithful and with |C| ą 1.
An n-power word rwpC,P,nq of C and P is called a minimal n-power word if ℓprwpC,P,nqq ď
ℓp rw1pC,P,nqq for any n-power word rw1pC,P,nq P C`.
Example 3.3. The power words in Example 3.1 are minimal power words.
Remark 3.4. Given a word w P X`, we may consider X to be a set of generic matrices A1, A2, . . . .
Using Notation 2.3, the word w “ Ai1 ¨ ¨ ¨Aim can be realized as a product concatenation of matrices
and thus can be written equivalently as xBy “ Ai1 ¨ ¨ ¨Aim , where the result of the matrix product
is B “ pbi,jq. Then every entry bi,j of B corresponds to a proper colored path γi,j from i to j of
length m in the digraph GxBy, cf. §2. Thus, the proper coloring of all paths of length m is uniquely
determined by w. Conversely, given a properly colored path γi,j of length ℓpwq in GxBy, one can
recover the word w from the coloring of the edges consisting γi,j.
3.2. Semigroup identities. A (nontrivial) semigroup identity is a formal equality of the form
Π : u “ v, (3.3)
where u and v are two different (finite) words of the Form (3.1) in the free semigroup X`. For
a monoid identity, we allow u and v to be the empty word as well. We discuss, for simplicity,
semigroup identities, but minor changes apply to monoid identities as well.
A semigroup S :“ pS, ¨ q satisfies the semigroup identity (3.3) if for every morphism φ : X` Ñ S
one has φpuq “ φpvq.
Remark 3.5. Semigroup identities can be thought of as special case of polynomial identities (PI’s),
namely as monomial identities.
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We say that an identity Π : u “ v is an n-variable identity if | contpuq Y contpvq| “ n. The
exponent set, denoted exppΠq, of Π is defined to be exppuq Y exppvq. An identity Π is said to be
balanced if κxipuq “ κxipvq for every xi P X , and it is called uniformly balanced if furthermore u
and v are k-uniform for some k. We define the length ℓpΠq of Π to be ℓpΠq :“ maxtℓpuq, ℓpvqu. It
is readily checked that if Π is balanced, then ℓpuq “ ℓpvq.
Example 3.6. Let us give some very elementary examples of semigroup identities.
(i) A commutative semigroup admits the 2-variable uniformly balanced identity Π : xy “ yx,
whose exponent set is exppΠq “ t1u.
(ii) An idempotent semigroup admits the (non-balanced) 1-variable identity Π : x2 “ x, whose
content is contpΠq “ txu and its exponent set is exppΠq “ t1, 2u.
(iii) A virtually abelian semigroup admits the 2-variable uniformly balanced identity Π : xnyn “
ynxn, whose exponent set is exppΠq “ tnu.
(iv) The 2-variable identity Π : xiyj “ yjxi, whose exponent set is exppΠq “ ti, ju, is balanced
but not uniformly balanced for nonzero i ‰ j.
An identity Π : u “ v is called a minimal identity of the semigroup S if ℓpΠq ď ℓpΠ1q for any
nontrivial identity Π1 : u1 “ v1 of S.
Remark 3.7. Let I be a set of semigroup identities. The set of all semigroups satisfying every
identity in I is denoted by V rIs and is called the variety of semigroups defined by I. It is easy
to see that V rIs is closed under subsemigroups, homomorphic images, and direct products of its
members. The famous Theorem of Birkhoff says that conversely, any class of semigroups closed
under these three operations is of the form V rIs for some set of identities I.
3.3. Construction of semigroup identities. Although the main part of this paper utilizes 2-
variable identities of exponent x2y, for future study, we present the construction of identities that
are of our interest in full generality.
Given an n-power word rwpC,P,nq as in (3.2), with C “ tx1, . . . , xmu and P “ tt1, . . . , tju, we aim
to build a nontrivial balanced identity Π : u “ v of content C and exponent set P . To preserve
the exponent set P for Π, if necessary, we first extend rwpC,P,nq to rw1pC,P,nq (cf. Remark 3.2), and
construct the words u and v such that rw1pC,P,nq is their prefix and suffix.
Let tmax :“ maxtt1, . . . , tju, tmin :“ mintt1, . . . , tju, and let d :“ tmax ´ tmin. We assume the
following:
|C| ą 1, |P | ą 1, tmax ě 2tmin .
Letting
z1 :“ xtmin1 ¨ ¨ ¨xtminm , z2 :“ xtminm ¨ ¨ ¨xtmin1 ,
we define the identity
ΠpC,P,nq : rw1pC,P,nq z1 rw1pC,P,nq “ rw1pC,P,nq z2 rw1pC,P,nq, (3.4)
where rw1pC,P,nq is defined as
rw1pC,P,nq :“ w1 rwpC,P,nq w2, (3.5)
with w1 and w2 given as follows (letting rw :“ rwpC,P,nq, for short):
w1 :“
$’&
’%
xm if prex1p rwq ą d
x1 if prexmp rwq ą d
e otherwise
w2 :“
$’&
’%
xm if sufx1p rwq ą d
x1 if sufxmp rwq ą d
e otherwise
(3.6)
Clearly, by this construction, ΠpC,P,nq is a balanced identity.
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In view of Remark 3.2, rw1pC,P,nq can be extended further to be uniform, which then makes the
identity (3.4) uniformly balanced. In particular when the given n-power word rwpC,P,nq is uniform,
we can instead explicitly define w1 and w2 in (3.5) as
w1 :“
$&
%
z1 if prex1p rwq ą d
z2 if prexmp rwq ą d
e otherwise
w2 :“
$&
%
z2 if sufx1p rwq ą d
z1 if sufxmp rwq ą d
e otherwise
(3.7)
to obtain a uniformly balanced identity.
Notation 3.8. Throughout this paper we use the notation x and y to mark specific instances of
the variables x and y in a given expression, although these notations stand for the same variables
x and y, respectively.
Example 3.9. Let C “ tx, yu and P “ t1, 2u, and set z1 “ xy, z2 “ yx.
(i) Starting with the 2-power word rwpC,P,2q “ x2y2x of C and P given in Example 3.1.(i), by
the rule of (3.6) we extend it to rw1pC,P,2q “ yx2y2x, a uniform word, and define the identity
ΠpC,P,2q : yx
2y2x xy yx2y2x “ yx2y2x yx yx2y2x . (3.8)
This identity is uniformly balanced.
(ii) Taking the uniform 3-power word rwpC,P,3q “ l3 of C and P as in Example 3.1.(ii), we get
the uniformly balanced identity
ΠpC,P,3q : l3 xy l3 “ l3 yx l3 . (3.9)
(In this case, by (3.6) there is no need for extension.)
For both identities, ΠpC,P,2q and ΠpC,P,3q, we have contpΠpC,P,nqq “ contp rw1pC,P,nqq “ contp rwpC,P,nqq
and exppΠpC,P,nqq “ expp rw1pC,P,nqq “ expp rwpC,P,nqq, for n “ 2, 3.
Theorem 3.10. A semigroup S :“ pS, ¨ q that satisfies an n-variable identity Π : u “ v, for n ě 2,
also satisfies a refined 2-variable identity pΠ : pu “ pv of exponent x2y.
Proof. Since S satisfies the n-variable identity Π : u “ v, then by definition φpuq “ φpvq for every
morphism φ : X` Ñ S. Suppose C :“ contpΠq “ tx1, . . . , xnu, and write C as the disjoint union
C “ C1 9Y C2, for nonempty subsets C1 and C2. Pick two variables, say y1, y2, and consider the
words pu and pv, obtained respectively from u and v by substituting y1y2 for every xi P C1 and y2y1
for every xj P C2.
It is easy to verify that pΠ : pu “ pv is a 2-variable identity, with set of exponents expppΠq Ď t1, 2u.
We claim that S satisfies the identity pΠ : pu “ pv. Indeed, assume φ : X` Ñ S sends φ : y1 ÞÑ s1
and φ : y2 ÞÑ s2, then φ : y1y2 ÞÑ s1s2 “ a and φ : y2y1 ÞÑ s2s1 “ b. But, since a and b satisfy Π
by hypothesis, and pu and pv can be decomposed as concatenation of the terms y1y2 and y2y1, then
s1 and s2 satisfy pΠ. 
In the sequel, in view of Theorem 3.10, we focus on 2-variable identities ΠpC,P,nq of exponent x2y
of the Form (3.4), with C :“ tx, yu and P :“ t1, 2u. For ease of exposition, for a given n-power
word rwpC,P,nq we begin with the 2-variables identity having exponent set x2y of the form
ΠpC,P,nq : rw1pC,P,nq x rw1pC,P,nq “ rw1pC,P,nq y rw1pC,P,nq, (3.10)
where here, using Remark 3.2, rw1 :“ rw1pC,P,nq is an extended n-power word, obtained by the rule
of Formula (3.6); in particular, prexp rw1q, preyp rw1q, sufxp rw1q, sufyp rw1q are all ď 1, which preserve
the exponent x2y property of ΠpC,P,nq. (Note that in comparison to (3.4), the intermediate terms
zi are now consisting of only one letter.)
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Clearly the identity (3.10) is not balanced, however it can be easily refined by substituting
x :“ qx qy and y :“ qy qx (3.11)
to receive back balanced identity (of exponent x2y)
qΠp qC,P,nq : qw1p qC,P,nq qxqy qw1p qC,P,nq “ qw1p qC,P,nq qyqx qw1p qC,P,nq, (3.12)
with qC “ tqx, qyu, P “ t1, 2u, and qw1
p qC,P,nq is the word obtained from rw1pC,P,nq substitution (3.10).
(Note that now rw1pC,P,nq need not be an n-power word of qC “ tqx, qyu and P “ t1, 2u.)
4. Identities of triangular tropical matrices
Aiming to prove the existence of a semigroup identity for the monoid UnpTq of nˆn triangular
matrices, we start with the case of diagonally equivalent matrices, which is easier to deal with;
then we generalize the results to the whole monoid UnpTq.
Remark 4.1. Suppose S “MnpTq is the monoid of all nˆn tropical matrices, then any semigroup
identity Π : u “ v that S admits is balanced. Indeed, otherwise assume κxipuq ‰ κxipvq for some xi
and take morphism φ : xj ÞÑ I for each j ‰ i (recall that I is the identity matrix) and φ : xi ÞÑ αI
for some fixed α ‰ 1 to reach a contradiction.
However, for an easy exploration, for the certain class of diagonally equivalent matrices, we first
work with unbalanced identities for the Form (3.10) and then refine them to balanced identities as
in (3.11).
When dealing with matrix identities, we sometimes denote generic matrices (standing for vari-
ables x, y, . . . ) by capital letters X,Y, . . . , as well as the words they generate. To demonstrate
the main idea of our approach for proving existence of semigroups identities for tropical matrices,
we first prove the existence of a semigroups identity admitted by the monoid of 2 ˆ 2 triangular
tropical matrices.
4.1. The monoid of 2ˆ2 triangular tropical matrices. An explicit semigroup identity of the
case of 2 ˆ 2 tropical matrices has been proven in [7] by using the machinery of Newton’s poly-
tope, applied to generic matrices, which allows the identification of different tropical polynomials
describing the same function. Essentially, this machinery transfers the identification problem to
the realm of convex sets, reducing it to a comparison of convex hulls. However, computing the
convex-hulls becomes difficult in high dimensional cases, and it is not easily applicable.
To demonstrate our new approach, we bring a simpler proof of the above case, based now on
the colored paths in associated digraphs. This proof is given for an explicit identity of the form
(3.10).
Theorem 4.2. Any two matrices X,Y P U2pTq such that X „diag Y satisfy the identity
U :“ XY X XY “ XY Y XY “: V (4.1)
of the Form (3.10).
Proof. Write U “ pui,jq and V “ pvi,jq. The equality ui,i “ vi,i is obvious for the diagonal entries.
Consider the p1, 2q-entry, say of the matrix product U , this entry corresponds to a colored path
γ1,2 from 1 to 2 of maximal weight in the digraph GXY XXY p“ GxUyq. Clearly, γ1,2 is of length 5
and it contains a simple path rγ1,2 Ă γ1,2 of length 1; namely the simple path rγ1,2 is an edge. Let
eX be the edge in γ1,2 contributed by GX (or equivalently by X). If eX is a loop, we are done
since eX can be replaced by eY in GXY Y XY p“ GxV yq, since X „diag Y , yielding a path of the
same weight. Otherwise, by the same argument, it is enough to show that GXYXXY has another
path of the same length and weight in which the contribution of GX is a loop.
Assume eX is not a loop, i.e., rγ1,2 “ eX , then γ1,2 has the form
γ1,2 “ pρ1q2 ˝ eX ˝ pρ2q2,
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where ρ1 and ρ2 are loops. If wpρ1q ą wpρ2q (resp. wpρ2q ą wpρ1q) then the path pρ1q3 ˝ eX ˝ ρ2
(resp. eX ˝ pρ2q4) would have a higher weight than γ1,2 has – a contradiction. (Note that that
a loop can be contributed equivalently either by GX or GY .) Thus wpρ1q “ wpρ2q, and hence
eX ˝ pρ2q4 and pρ1q3 ˝ eX ˝ ρ2 are paths of the same weight as γ1,2 in which GX contributes a
loop. 
Remark 4.3. Although we have proven Theorem 4.2 for the explicit identity (4.1) of diagonally
equivalent matrices, the same proof also holds for any identity of 2ˆ 2 triangular tropical matrices
given in the general form as in (3.10).
Corollary 4.4 ([7, Theorem 3.6]). Any matrices A,B P U2pTq satisfy the semigroup identity
AB2A AB AB2A “ AB2A BA AB2A. (4.2)
Proof. Apply Theorem 4.2 for X :“ AB and Y :“ BA as in (3.11). 
One easily sees that (4.2) is a 2-variable uniformly balanced identity of length 10. Moreover, by
[7], we know that this is an identity of minimal length that U2pTq satisfies.
4.2. The general case. We now turn to prove the existence of a semigroup identity in the general
case of nˆ n triangular tropical matrices, first generalizing Theorem 4.2 to identities of the Form
(3.10) for n ˆ n diagonally equivalent triangular matrices, which later provides the proof for all
nˆ n triangular matrices.
Remark 4.5. Viewing the entries of a product of n ˆ n triangular tropical matrices as colored
paths in the associated digraph, cf. §2, one gets only paths containing simple subpaths of length
ă n. Therefore, concerning identities of the Form (3.10), applied to nˆ n triangular matrices, it
is enough to implement an identity ΠpC,P,n´1q constructed by using pn´ 1q-power words.
Given two nˆ n triangular matrices X „diag Y , let Z P UnpTq be the product concatenation
xZy :“ xLy X xRy, xLy “ xRy “ rwpC,P,n´1q, (4.3)
with C :“ tX,Y u and P :“ t1, 2u. Recall that the notation X is used to mark the specific instance
of the matrix X in the expression, although it is just the same matrix as X , and that xZy stands
for the product concatenation (i.e., a formal word) whose product result is the matrix Z “ pzi,jq
given in (4.3).
In the view of §2, the pi, jq-entry zi,j of Z “ pzi,jq corresponds to a colored path γi,j of maximal
weight and length ℓpγi,jq “ ℓpxZyq from i to j in the associated digraph GxZy of xZy. Then, for
j ą i, cf. Remark 2.2, the simple colored subpath rγi,j Ă γi,j from i to j is of length ď j´ i ď n´1,
and thus γi,j contains exactly ℓpxZyq ´ ℓprγi,jq loops.
Remark 4.6. The matrix product concatenations xLy and xRy in (4.3) have been taken to berwpC,P,n´1q – the pn ´ 1q-power word of C and P for which every member of Wn´1rC,P s is a
factor. This allows us to deal also with cases in which the involved matrices have diagonal entries
0 which means that some vertices in the associated digraphs are not adjunct to a loop.
In the sequel exposition, when working with matrices whose diagonal entries are all nonzero, we
may replace rwpC,P,n´1q by a word for which every member of Wn´1rC,P s is a subword (and not
necessarily a factor), to possibly obtain shorter semigroup identities.
Given a simple path rγi,j from i to j, we write W prγi,jq for the word recorded uniquely by the
coloring of rγi,j . In particular ℓpW prγi,jqq “ ℓprγi,jq.
The next lemma plays a central role in this paper.
Lemma 4.7. Suppose xZy is as in (4.3), where X,Y P UnpTq. Let γi,j, where i ă j, be a colored
path of maximal weight in GxZy for which the contribution of GX is a non-loop edge eX . Then
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GxZy has another colored path of the same length and weight in which the contribution of GX is a
loop.
The proof of the lemma is quite technical, thus, before proving it formally, let us outline its
major idea. Given a path γi,j from i to j, it contains a unique simple subpath rγi,j from i to j which
corresponds to a subword W of xZy; all the other edges of γi,j are loops. We want to show that if
the edge eX contributed by GX appears in rγi,j , then eX can be excluded from rγi,j by “shifting” rγi,j
in one of three ways without changing its weight: either shifting rγi,j to the left or to the right such
that W becomes a factor of xLy or xRy respectively, or by writing rγi,j as a composition rγi,k ˝ rγk,j ,
and W “ W1W2 correspondingly, and shifting rγi,k to the left and rγk,j to right such that both
W1 and W2 are factors of xLy and xRy respectively. As a consequence of these “shifts”, which are
possible since on each vertex GX and GY have loops of the same weight, the contribution of GX
to γi,j becomes a loop, while the edge eX is replaced in rγi,j by eX , contributed by another GX .
Proof of Lemma 4.7. Let m “ ℓpxRyq “ ℓpxLyq, since xLy “ xRy “ rwpC,P,n´1q – an pn´ 1q-power
word, then m ě n, and thus ℓpγi,jq “ 2m` 1. Let rm “ ℓprγi,jq. In particular, rm ă n since rγi,j is a
simple path in GxZy – an acyclic digraph on n vertices, and thus rm ă m. Recall that by hypothesis
eX P rγi,j . The proof is delivered by cases, determined by the structure of the path γi,j .
Write
γi,j “ rγi,s ˝ pρsqps ˝ pγs,t ˝ pρtqpt ˝ rγt,j, i ď s ă t ď j, (4.4)
where rγi,s (resp. rγt,j) is the maximal simple path (could be empty) appearing as the prefix (resp.
suffix) of γi,j , ρs and ρt are loops which must exist due to length considerations, and pγs,t is a
subpath (needs not be simple).
Therefore, eX does not belong to rγi,s nor rγt,j , by length considerations, and thus ℓprγi,sq, ℓprγt,jq ărm´ 1 and hence ps, pt ą 0.
Define xF y :“ W prγi,sq and xGy :“ W prγt,jq to be the words (whose terms are generic matrices)
determined by the coloring of the simple paths rγi,s and rγt,j, and set xL1y :“ xLyzprexF y and
xR1y :“ xRyzsufxGy. In other words xL1y and xR1y are the words obtained from xLy and xRy
after removing respectively the initial and the terminal words (which in this case are factors)
corresponding to the simple paths rγi,s and rγt,j .
Let
µs,t “ pρsqps ˝ pγs,t ˝ pρtqpt , s ă t, (4.5)
be the subpath of γi,j , given by its intermediate non-simple part according to (4.4), and let rµs,t be
the simple subpath contained in µs,t. Define xHy :“W prµs,tq – the matrix product concatenation,
realized as a subword, corresponding to the coloring of the path rµs,t.
We claim that GxL1y contains a path similar to rµs,t and GxR1y contains a path similar rµs,t. It
is enough to show that xHy is a subword of xL1y. Indeed, xF yxHy Ď xLy by word construction,
where xF y is the prefix of xLy by hypotheses, thus xHy Ď xL1y is a subword of xL1y. The case ofrµs,t Ă GxR1y is dual.
Let ρmax denote the loop of maximal weight in µs,t, then we have the following possible cases:
I. ρs “ ρmax: Then, there is a path µ1s,t “ pρmaxqqs ˝ rµs,t ˝ pρtqqt with rµs,t Ă GxR1y and
qs ą ℓpxL1yq, such that wpµ1s,tq “ wpµs,tq, since otherwise we would get a contradiction to
the maximality of weight of µs,t. Thus e
1
X “ ρs “ ρmax – a loop.
II. ρt “ ρmax: Then, there is a path µ1s,t “ pρsqqs ˝ rµs,t ˝ pρmaxqqt , with rγs,t Ă GxL1y and
qt ą ℓpxR1yq, such that wpµ1s,tq “ wpµs,tq, since otherwise we would get a contradiction to
the maximality of weight of µs,t. Thus e
1
X “ ρt “ ρmax – a loop.
III. ρmax P pγs,t: Then, there is a path
µ1a,t “ pρsqqs ˝ rµs,k ˝ pρmaxqqk ˝ rµk,t ˝ pρqtqqt , s ă k ă t,
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with rµs,k Ă GxL1y and rµk,t Ă GxR1y such that rµs,t “ rµs,k ˝ rµk,t. Thus wpµ1s,tq “ wpµs,tq,
since otherwise we would get a contradiction to the maximality of weight of µs,t. Hence
ρk “ ρmax and e1X “ ρk – a loop.
Therefore, in all the above cases we get that e1X is a loop in µ
1
s,t – a path in GxL1yXxR1y. Then,
concatenate the simple paths rγi,s and rγt,j
γ1i,j “ rγi,s ˝ µ1s,t ˝ rγt,j , i ď s ă t ď j,
to obtain another path in GxLyXxRy for which the contribution of GX is a loop, as desired. 
Theorem 4.8. Any two diagonally equivalent matrices X,Y P UnpTq, i.e., X „diag Y , satisfy the
identities ΠpC,P,n´1q of the Form (3.10), with x “ X and y “ Y .
Proof. Write X “ pxi,jq and Y “ pyi,jq. Let U “ pui,jq and V “ pvi,jq be the matrix products
determined respectively by the left and the right words of the identity (3.10). We need to show
that ui,j “ vi,j for every i ď j. (The case of j ą i is trivial since xi,j “ yi,j “ ´8, for any j ą i,
and hence ui,j “ vi,j “ ´8.)
It is easy to see that ui,i “ vi,i for every i “ 1, . . . , n. Assume now that i ă j, and consider
the associated colored digraphs GxUy and GxV y with matrix products U and V , realized as words
xUy and xV y as given by (3.10). Assume first that ui,j ‰ ´8, then the value of the entry ui,j
corresponds to a colored path γi,j from i to j of maximal weight and of length ℓpxUyq in the digraph
GxUy . By Lemma 4.7 we may assume that the contribution of GX to γi,j is a loop ρX , but then
GxV y also contains a similar colored path γ
1
i,j in which the contribution of GY is also a loop ρY ,
replacing ρX , which by hypothesis have the same weight, i.e., wpρXq “ wpρY q. Dually, the same
argument also holds for a path in GxV y in which the contribution of GY is a loop.
Suppose now that ui,j “ ´8, and assume that vi,j ‰ ´8. This means that there exists a colored
path γ1i,j from i to j in GxV y, and in particular, by Lemma 4.7, a path in which the contribution
of GY is a loop ρY . But then, by the above dual argument, GxUy also has a similar path, and thus
ui,j ‰ ´8 – a contradiction.
Putting all together, we have ui,j “ vi,j for every i, j. 
Example 4.9. Assume X „diag Y , and set x “ X and y “ Y .
(i) If X,Y P U3pTq then they satisfy the identity
ΠpC,P,2q : yx
2y2x x yx2y2x “ yx2y2x y yx2y2x . (4.6)
(ii) f X,Y P U4pTq then they satisfy the identity
ΠpC,P,3q : l3 x l3 “ l3 y l3 . (4.7)
(To preserve the exponent x2y of the identities, we use the power words of Example 3.1 with an
additional instance, denoted as y, of y given by the rule of (3.6).)
Theorem 4.10. The submonoid UnpTq Ă MnpTq of upper triangular tropical matrices satisfies
the identities qΠpC,P,n´1q of the Form (3.12), which we recall is (3.10) with x “ X “ AB and
y “ Y “ BA, for nˆ n generic matrices A,B.
Proof. It easy to verify that for any triangular matrices A,B P UnpTq the matrix products X “ AB
and Y “ BA are diagonally equivalent. The proof is then completed by Theorem 4.8. 
Example 4.11. Set x “ AB and y “ BA.
(i) The monoid U3pTq of 3ˆ 3 triangular tropical matrices satisfies the identity (4.6).
(ii) The monoid U4pTq of 4ˆ 4 triangular tropical matrices admits the identity (4.7).
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5. Identity length: An upper bound
In the previous section we proved the existence of semigroup identities of the Form (3.12),
satisfied by UnpTq, we now discuss the length of this identity, providing a very naive upper bound.
The very well known Fibonacci sequence Fn is defined by the recursive relation
Fn :“ Fn´1`Fn´2, for every n ě 2, (5.1)
where F0 “ 0 and F1 “ 1, and has the closed formula (known as Binet’s Fibonacci number
formula):
Fn “ p1`
?
5qn ´ p1´?5qn
2n
?
5
. (5.2)
Therefore, we see that the Fibonacci number 2 Fn gives the number of elements in WnrC,P s, i.e.,
all possible factors of length n, for the case of C :“ tx, yu and P :“ t1, 2u. (The multiplier 2 stands
for the two possibilities for starting a sequence, either with x or y.)
A naive construction of an n-power word rwpC,P,nq, i.e., by concatenating all factors in WnrC,P s,
gives us the upper bound
ℓp rwpC,P,nqq ď 2pn` 1qFn .
(The multiplier of n` 1, stands for the length of a factor with a possible additional letter between
sequential factors, aiming to preserve the exponent x2y property.) Thus, considering the refinement
given by x “ qxqy and y “ qyqx, we have
ℓpΠpC,P,nqq ď 8pn` 1qFn`2. (5.3)
Obtusely, this rough upper bound assumes that the factors WnrC,P s do not overlap in rwpC,P,nq.
Dealing with possible overlap factors, one can reduce the multiplier n` 1 in (5.3), and hence can
improve further this upper bound.
Recall that, in view of Remark 4.5, for n ˆ n triangular matrices it is enough to consider
identities ΠpC,P,n´1q, for which the upper bound is then smaller, that is
ℓpΠpC,P,n´1qq ď 8nFn´1`2.
6. Remarks and open problems
A natural question arisen from our identity construction in §3.2 is about the minimality of
semigroup identities admitted by UnpTq.
Conjecture 6.1. When rw1pC,P,n´1q is a minimal n-power word of P and C, then the identityqΠpC,P,n´1q in (3.12) is a minimal semigroup identity admitted by UnpTq.
The results of this paper, and those of [7], lead us to the conjecture, which has already been
conjectured earlier in [7], that
Conjecture 6.2. Also the monoid MnpTq of nˆn tropical matrices satisfies a nontrivial semigroup
identity for all n.
(The conjecture has been proven in [7, Theorem 3.9] for the case of n “ 2.)
Another reason for conjecturing this is that every finite subsemigroup of MnpTq has polynomial
growth [4, 12]. In particular, the free semigroup on 2 generators is not isomorphic to a subsemigroup
of MnpTq. While Shneerson [11] has given examples of polynomial growth semigroups that do not
satisfy any nontrivial identity (no such example exists for groups by Gromov’s Theorem [5]), we
conjecture that this is not the case for MnpTq.
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